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About Us

About Indian-GES Save the world from global warming, and save fuel. Right now, every person has a

vehicle and a gas stove. They rely on burning fuels for everywhere, which is highly toxic and

expensive. Indian-GES improves peoples health, income and education. Thats Gas + and Fuel +

enable poor people to cook food, motor cycle, car, van, bus, generators, factory engines and much

more. Fighting climate change Climate changes are mainly due to the massive and continue use of

burning fossil fuels for energy. This has pumped vast amounts of greenhouse gases, primarily carbon

dioxide, into the atmosphere. At the same time, we have destroyed vast tracts of forest, which has

released billions of tons of carbon. By replacing carbon-emitting products with Fuel+, and reducing

our dependency on burning wood and fossil fuels we can alleviate global warming. Fact: The

Vehicles emission, used widely across the developing world, creates around a ton of carbon over

seven years. Installing this Indian-GES fuel+ will lead to significant reductions in carbon emissions.

Our vision Our vision is to control carbon emission and save fuel as widely available as possible to

the poorest people in developing countries, helping them bypass the need for dirty, fossil-fueled

power and giving them access to all the educational, health and social services that we take for

granted in the South India. Every person is using fuels like petrol, diesel, gas, cng, fern s oil, thats

quite a vision. Yet we believe...
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 2000

Nature of Business : Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees : 101 to 500 People



CONTACT US

Satyagraha
Contact Person: Suresh S

13/ 298 B1, Suraj Illam, Puthukadu, Observatory Post 
Coimbatore - 624103, Tamil Nadu, India
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